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QUIZ ----Grade 11 

COMPILED BY:     MR. WALID M. ALI 



Vocabulary 
 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and  d:     
1- A strict evidence ……………………. that the young man was innocent. 
    a- ranked             b- revealed              c- evolved      d- visualized 
2-  Before you go to the exam, you should be………………………prepared.                                                 
   a. collectively  b. mentally              c. adversely               d. traditional 
3-  It's really…………when you expect so much and get so little. 
a. prominent            b. disappointing   c. zealous                   d. portable 
4- Salmiya is always crowded . The streets are often heavily with………….. traffic. 
  a. inexpensive    b. congested  c. sprawling                d. equestrian                                                   
5- I`m having .............................problems with my car. I had better buy a new one. 
a- congested                 b- equestrian                 c-innumerable                   d- fractional 
6- The prosecution didn't have any ............ to convict the suspect, so he was released.  
a- evidence                  b- anticipation               c- inactivity                       d- category  
7- People shouldn't ................ more than the recommended daily allowance of protein.   
a- glorify                     b- consume                    c- promote                         d- catch 
8- We........................support the efforts made to establish lasting peace in the region.  
a- adversely                b- occasionally               c- mentally                        d-
wholeheartedly 
9- Unfortunately, there is not enough …………. to prove that the criminal is guilty. 
     a. invention                 b. resident                      c. evidence                 d. comedy 
10- During Hala February festivities, most roads are well decorated and heavily……. 
    a. innumerable            b. inexpensive                c. fractional               d. congested 
11- A wise person usually settles his petty grievances ………………. to save time and 
money.  
    a. basically                   b. fundamentally           c. primarily            d. amicably 
12- Scientists believe that we need to rethink of the way we ………………. energy. 
    a. provoke                   b. rank                            c. consume               d. demonstrate 
13- Scientists believe that we need to rethink about the whole way we …… energy. 
a. dispatch  b. rank                c. consume   d. demonstrate 
14- Great people thought of innovative ideas which have led to very helpful ……… 
a. deterrents  b. residents  c. comedies   d. inventions 
15- Time can be spent wisely if it is invested to develop one's character ……… and  
     physically 
a. occasionally  b. mentally  c. primarily   d. adversely 
16. ……… brakes, used in motorized vehicles only, are now found even in bicycles. 
a. Equestrian  b. Hydraulic           c. Staggering  d. Transatlantic 
17- It is really ………. to hear that my brother has failed his first period Maths exam. 
a. zealous  b. hydraulic                 c. digital            d. disappointing  

18- You will ………………. the fun of the National Day festivities if you go abroad. 
a. tune out   b. bring up                   c. miss out on             d. tune in 

19- Our national team players were received ………. at the airport after their victory. 



a. amicably  b. mentally           c. basically           d. fundamentally 

20- The senior teacher thanked the department staff for their …. and sincere efforts. 
a. pedestal            b. dedication                    c. evidence            d. category 

21- Once your order has reached us, goods are ……………within 24 hours. 
 a. evolved      b. provoked          c. dispatched               d. characterised  
22. The bystanders were amazed as the officer chatted to them………..     . 
 a. primarily           b. basically           c. mentally             d. amicably  
23. In ………….. of expected floods, people of the whole region are advised to buy 
extra food. 
 a. accuracy            b. feature           c. anticipation d. evidence   
24.  Kuwait is fully absorbed in finding a solution to free up ……….city streets. 
 a. zealous            b. portable        c. staggering           d. congested  

25. Crowds of …..…football fans headed for the stadium to support the national team.    

a. zealous  b. digital           c. hydraulic  d. inexpensive 

26. Don't….……free night offers at many of top-quality hotels across the country 

during Hala February. 

a. tune in  b. bring up            c. bring about  d. miss out on 

27. Mr. Ali got a well-deserved promotion thanks to his tireless ….……and honesty. 

a. thriller  b. dedication             c. prosecution  d. commentator 

28. I…………believe that everyone has the right to live free from violence and fear. 

a. collectively b. amicably   c. adversely  d. wholeheartedly  

29- The match was watched by a /an ……….. estimated at over 70 thousand people. 

a) prosecution  b) audience   c) inactivity   d) tension 

30- The criminal was …………….. of the murder of his partner, and sentenced death. 

a) convicted  b) promoted          c) evolved    d) dispatched 

31- The most ……...landmark in Kuwait is the Kuwait Towers on the Arabian Gulf. 

a) equestrian  b) fractional  c) high-end               d) prominent 

32- After a long argument, we solved our differences ……………………….…….... 

a) adversely  b) mentally   c) amicably             d) occasionally 



 

33. Throughout his career, my father has received many awards for his……… 

a- inactivity   b- dedication      c- tension    d- cast 

34. Regular physical activity and healthy balanced diet ……………good health. 

a- convict   b- catch        c- consume  d- promote 

35. A lot of time is wasted on our ………streets and highways during rush hours. 

a- zealous   b- congested       c- fractional  d- hydraulic 

36. Mr. Mahmoud encouraged the students to work ………………………and find the 

correct answers because group work could help them a lot. 

a- adversely   b- occasionally      c- collectively  d- fundamentally     

37.Film critics are largely enthusiastic  about  the …………………….movie. 
   a-resident                 b-thriller             c-accuracy                           d-transistor  

 38.Police  cars ………………..circled the building  to arrest the criminal. 
   a-mentally               b-adversely           c-primarily                  d-prominently  

39-Time and chance are enough to …………….. all secrets. 
   a-glorify                 b-promote               c-visualize                  d-reveal  

40-The real cost of oil is generally incurred by ……….distillation during oil refining 
  a-fractional             b-remote             c-disappointing              d-staggering 

41.Dairy products may ………………allergic reactions in some people. 
   a-provoke             b-consume            c-dispatch                      d-convict  

 42.The team’s  supporters  sang  a …….…… chant  to celebrate . 
   a-resident             b-newcomer            c-victory                      d-inactivity  

43-Sussie  became  ………………. unbalanced  after the  car accident. 
   a-collectively       b-mentally              c-primarily                 d-adversely 

44-It’s important  to  discover  a child’s ……………..capacities.. 
  a-fractional          b-portable                   c-equestrian            d-potential 

45. Small children are usually badly affected by films that ……………… violence.  
a. convict     b. consume         c. dispatch        d. characterise 
46. Famous actors often provide ……… for adverts. They also do so for cartoon 
characters. 
a. courts                  b. voice-overs c. evidences               d. deterrents 



47. I ……………... spend the weekend at home, but today I prefer going camping.   
   a. adversely  b. occasionally              c. mentally  d. wholeheartedly 
48. The united Muslim family is one of the great ……………………elements in society. 
a. stabilizing   b. congested            c. disappointing      d. fractional 
49. It is difficult to travel  to ………………areas as there are no proper roads.  
     a-digital                b- remote                           c- disappointing          d- portable 
50. They did not……………. the secret as they had promised. 
     a-glorify                b- reveal                            c- evolve                     d- consume  
51. I like to watch ……………………. Films. They help me to relax. 
     a-inactivity            b- comedy                         c- accuracy                 d- news team 
52.…………........... people are taking more interest in the latest technology. 
     a-nowadays        b- amicably                         c- primarily                d- mentally 
53. Speed cameras work as a ……..…….to irresponsible motorists on the road . 

a. victory          b. deterrent           c. core programming       d. station 

54.  My sister enjoys a/ an ………….position in a a reputable accounting firm. 

a.  remote         b. portable            c. innumerable                d.prominent 

55.  Commercials aim to ……………….various products to make more profits.  

a. promote        b. convict             c. provoke                       d. visualise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Grammar  
 

wn between brackets : Do as sho 
 

1. I watched a film last night. It won five prizes during Al Qurain cultural festival.       
                                                                                                (Join using : which )        
    ……………………………………………………………………………………...   

 2. Students need to( get down to – get over – get on )hard work before the final exams. 
( Choose the correct phrasal verb )      

 
3. I did not see  ( somebody- nobody – anybody)in the public library as it was an official 
holiday. 

                                            (Choose  the correct indefinite pronoun)  
 

4. “Finish your homework first before watching television.”                    (Report) 
My parents advised me……………………………………………………………… 

 

5. The boy lost his book. He was playing.                                                      (Join) 

……..……………………………………………………………………………… 

6".Dont eat in the class"                                                                                 (Report) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
7. My sister bought a digital camera.                                                     (Make passive) 

……………………………………………………………………............................ 
8. They are constructing a new tower in our area.                                (Negative) 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
9. Listen to me carefully.                                                                       (Complete) 
The teacher asked me ………………………………………………………………. 
10 . The lesson is very important. Its questions usually come in exams. 

(Join using: whose) 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 

11. There is somebody on the phone.           (Make negative) 

……………………………………………………………….…………………… 

12. I will tell you the news when I become sure of it.                         (Make passive) 

………………………………………………………………………………..…….. 
13-I read a book . It explained how to make cartoon films  

(join with relative Pronoun) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 



14-I’ve  had a  bad cold , but  I’m getting  (down ) it now.                             (Correct) 
………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

15-Everybody  enjoyed  the concert.                                                     ( Make negative) 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
16-Marconi  invented  a  system  for  transmitting  radio  signal.     ( Ask   a  question) 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
17-“ Rewind  the video  for me ’’ ( Nora told her ) (reported speech ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
18-Sara complained to the woman  (which ) dog bit her.  

(Correct the Relative pronoun) 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
19-Everything is possible if you believe it.                                       ( Make negative) 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
20-A digital camera is used for recording  clips .                               ( Ask  a question )     
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
21- The government has installed speed cameras to prevent drivers from driving too fast.                                                                                                      
                                                                                                             (Make passive)   
...................................................................................................................................... 
22-  Ali said to Omar, "Could you give me some information, please?. 

"(Change into reported speech) 
........................................................................................................................................ 
  23- The man tried to help the girl. She fell down and hurt herself.      (Join with: who)    
……………………………………………………….………………………………… 
24. I wanted something to eat late last night.                                         (Make negative )  
………………………………………….……………………………………..………   
25. The government has carried out new projects to solve the traffic problem.          

                                                                                                   (Make passive)   
....................................................................................................................................... 
26. Ali said to Omar, "If I were you, I would study hard for the test. 

"(Change into reported speech) 
........................................................................................................................................ 
27. The man tried to help the girl. Her father was killed in the war.        (Join: whose)    
………………………………….…………………………………………..………….. 
28- If we didn’t start studying seriously, we would fail the test.             (Use : get )   
…………………………………….………………………………………..…………   
29- The state built new factories to solve the unemployment problem.   (Make passive)   
......................................................................................................................................... 
30- Ahmed said to Ali, "Try to call me on arrival to the airport."     



 (Change into reported speech) 
....................................................................................................................................... 
  31- I met the best student. His father is a physics teacher.                 

     (Join with a relative pronoun)    
…………………………………….……………………………………………….. 
32- There is someone in the garden.                                                      (Make negative)  
……………………………………………………………………..…………….. 
 
33-The car is in the garage. I bought it two weeks ago.           ( join : Relative pronoun ) 
 
       ……………………………………………………………………..…………. 
 34- People all over the world speak English.                                             ( Passive) 
       …………………………………………………………………..……………. 
 35- If I were you, I'd play sports daily.                                                       ( Report ) 
       The trainer advised me………………………………………………..……….   
 
36- “Go to bed now!”                                                                                  (Complete)                                                                               
My father ordered me ……………………….………...……………………………  

37- I am getting on very well with my friend. I have known him for 14 years.  

                                                                                                                      (Use: whom) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

38- They are installing speed cameras everywhere to reduce car accidents and deaths.                 

……………………………………………………………………………(Make passive)  

39- The thief had found somewhere to hide when the police arrived.      (Make negative)  
………………………………………………………………………………............  
40- The placement test is designed especially for students. Their language is not English.                                                      

                                                                                                               (Join with: whose) 

…………………………………………………………………………………..…..  

41- “Don't be late for school again, please.”                                           (Complete) 

The headmaster warned the students ……………………………………….……... 

 
42- The reporters sent some brief messages immediately after the events.                                                         

……………………………………………………………….…………  (Make passive) 

43- Fala February Festivals are held (in) February 25 and 26 every year.   (Correct) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 



44- Yesterday, our classmates visited Adel. He had been injured in a road accident.    
……………………………………………………………………………… (Use who) 
 
45- We can send our messages via some applications installed from the Play Store.   
…………………………………………………………………….….… (Make passive) 
 
46- I knocked on the door, but because (somebody) opened, I went back. 
…………………………………………………………………….………..... (Correct)                                                                                                             
47- "Don’t interrupt your classmates while expressing themselves." 
The teacher advised me ………………………………………………….…. (Complete)     
 
48. She will come back home ( in – on- at – about ) Ramadan.                 ( Choose) 
 
49- The Government is planting trees all over Kuwait.                          ( Passive ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
50- “Do you homework, please?”                                          ( Reported Speech) 
The teacher askd ……………………………………………………...…………………. 
 
51. This is the place. I used to play with my friends there.         ( Join using: Where ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
52- The old man, (which- who- whose- when) lives next door, is going to visit us today.   
                
53- I gave Ali a present.                    ( Passive) 
……………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
54- We need to change and go (something) we can enjoy fresh air.              ( Correct) 
……………………………………………………………………….…………………. 
55- Don’t delay your duties.                                             ( Reported Speech) 
The teacher advised me ………………………………………………...……………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Composition  

Write on the following topic:               (Argumentative) 
 

1- Many people believe that media is really amazing, whereas others think that it 

is absolutely awful. In not less than (8 sentences) plan and write a paragraph 

about both points of view stating your own. 

 

2- “Nowadays. Some people argue that the media has a lot of pros whereas others 
oppose it, focusing on its cons.” In a paragraph of 8 sentences, write about 
arguments for and against this issue, stating your own viewpoint. 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

1- It's believed that TV has a positive as well as negative influence on youngsters. 
Write an argumentative essay of 8 sentences showing views, good and bad stating your 
own. 
 
2- Television plays a great role in developing the minds of the people, but at the same 

time, it leads them towards negativity. In not less than 8 sentences plan and write a 

paragraph arguing about the good and bad effects of watching TV, stating your 

position. 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
1- Plan and write a paragraph of 8 sentences about arguments for and against relying on 

the Internet as a source of information and stating your own position on the issue. 
 

2- Some people are for getting the news from the Internet, whereas others are against 
this idea. Plan and write a paragraph in (8 sentences ) discussing their arguments, 
stating your position.  

 
 
 
 



Outline 

…………………………………………. 
Topic sentence: 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Supporting details:   
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………....................
.........................................................................................................................………. 
                                     

 Concluding sentence:
……………………………………………………………………….…………….. 
 

Write your paragraph here: 
…………………………………………………………………………………
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